Rpb4 and Rpb9 mediate subpathways of transcription-coupled DNA repair in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
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Rpb9, a non-essential subunit of RNA polymerase II, mediates a transcription-coupled repair (TCR) subpathway in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This subpathway initiates at the same upstream site as the previously identified Rad26 subpathway. However, the Rpb9 subpathway operates more effectively in the coding region than in the region upstream of the transcription start site, whereas the Rad26 subpathway operates equally in the two regions. Rpb4, another non-essential subunit of RNA polymerase II, plays a dual role in regulating the two subpathways, suppressing the Rpb9 subpathway and facilitating the Rad26 subpathway. Simultaneous deletion of RPB9 and RAD26 genes completely abolishes TCR in both the coding and upstream regions, indicating that no other TCR subpathway exists in RNA polymerase II-transcribed genes.
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Introduction

Nucleotide excision repair (NER) is capable of removing a variety of helix-distorting lesions, including UV-induced cis-syn cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) and 6–4 photoproducts, as well as bulky chemical adducts (for a review see Hanawalt, 2001). NER in DNA is heterogeneous in the genome. Damage in a transcriptionally silent gene and in the non-transcribed strand (NTS) of an actively transcribed gene is repaired by the so-called global genomic repair (GGR) pathway, which in Saccharomyces cerevisiae is dependent on both Rad7 and Rad16 (Verhage et al., 1994). On the other hand, damage in the transcribed strand (TS) of an actively transcribed gene is repaired more rapidly than in the NTS (Hanawalt, 2001). This pathway of NER, termed transcription-coupled repair (TCR), has been shown to function in Escherichia coli (Mellon and Hanawalt, 1989), S. cerevisiae (Smerdon and Thoma, 1990), and mammalian cells (Mellon et al., 1987). Putative transcription-repair coupling factors, i.e. Mfd (Selby and Sancar, 1993), Rad26 (van Gool et al., 1994), and CSA and CSB (van Hoffen et al., 1993), have been identified in E. coli, yeast and human, respectively.

In eukaryotic mRNA genes, TCR is believed to be triggered by stalled RNA polymerase II (Pol II) (Friedberg et al., 1995; Hanawalt, 2001). Pol II of the yeast S. cerevisiae is composed of 12 subunits designated Rpb1–12. Rpb4 exhibits some unique features distinguishing it from the other subunits. The stoichiometry of Rpb4 is dependent on growth conditions. In optimally growing cells, the fraction of Pol II molecules containing Rpb4 is ~20%, and it gradually increases following the shift to post-logarithmic phases (Kolodziej et al., 1990; Choder and Young, 1993). Thus, in stationary phase, virtually all Pol II molecules contain Rpb4 (Choder and Young, 1993), and these molecules, unlike Pol II molecules obtained from log-phase cells, can form high-quality two-dimensional crystals (Asturias et al., 1997; Jensen et al., 1998).

Rpb4 is not essential for cell viability (Woychik and Young, 1989). Under optimal growth conditions at moderate temperatures (18–22°C), cells lacking Rpb4 have growth indistinguishable from their wild-type counterparts (Choder and Young, 1993). Consistently, under these conditions, the global transcriptional activity in rpb4 cells is comparable with that in the wild-type strains. However, rpb4 cells rapidly lose the capacity for efficient growth and global transcription as they experience temperature extremes (<12°C and >32°C) (Choder and Young, 1993; Miyao et al., 2001).

As Rpb4 is present at substoichiometric levels in logarithmically growing cells, the most homogeneous preparations of Pol II are obtained from rpb4 cells (Darst et al., 1991). Comparison of a lower resolution structure of the entire 12 subunit Pol II with the high resolution structure of the Pol II obtained from rpb4 cells revealed a difference in conformation, i.e. the wild-type Pol II favors a closed conformation and the mutant enzyme favors an open conformation (Asturias et al., 1997; Jensen et al., 1998).

Rpb9 is another Pol II subunit that is not essential for cell viability (Woychik et al., 1991). In yeast, deletion of Rpb9 results in mild temperature sensitivity and relatively normal levels of transcription in vivo. Rpb9 is located at the tip of the so-called ‘jaws’ of Pol II, which are thought to function by clamping the DNA downstream of the active site (Cramer et al., 2001; Gnant et al., 2001). It has been shown that Rpb9 regulates transcription initiation and elongation (Hull et al., 1995; Awrey et al., 1997; Hemming et al., 2000; van Mullem et al., 2002).

There seems to be only one TCR pathway in E. coli, and the mechanism has been well demonstrated (Selby and Sancar, 1993; Park et al., 2002). In contrast, the TCR mechanism is much more elusive in eukaryotes. Several studies suggest that there may be alternative TCR subpathway(s) in addition to the Rad26-mediated one in yeast. First, rad16 rad26 or rad7 rad26 double mutants are not as sensitive to UV as are cells that are completely defective for NER (such as rad14 cells) (Verhage et al.,
1996). Secondly, in RAD26-deleted cells, a residual or even substantial extent of TCR still exists in certain genes, such as *RPB2* (Bhatia et al., 1996; Verhage et al., 1996, 1997; Gregory and Sweder, 2001) and MFA2 (Teng and Waters et al., 2000). The residual TCR in the *RPB2* gene in RAD26-deleted cells apparently is not dependent on a functional RAD28 gene, the homolog of the human *CSA* gene, since essentially the same kinetics of NER of the TS were observed in a *rad7 rad26* double mutant and in a *rad7 rad26 rad28* triple mutant (Bhatia et al., 1996).

We attempted to identify possible alternative TCR pathway(s) in *S. cerevisiae*. The data clearly indicate that an alternative TCR subpathway does exist, which is mediated by Pol II itself via its Rpb9 subunit. Furthermore, the results indicate that association of Rpb4 with the polymerase complex significantly affects the Rpb9 and Rad26 TCR subpathways.

**Results**

**Requirement of Rad26 for TCR is cell growth dependent**

We first analyzed NER in the yeast *GAL1* gene, which is highly inducible by galactose (Bash and Lohr, 2001). *RAD2*, *rad16* and *rad16 rad26* cells were grown to log phase, or stationary phase, in minimal medium containing galactose and irradiated with 50 J/m² (254 nm) UV light. Genomic DNA was isolated from the cells immediately after UV irradiation or after incubating the irradiated cells at 28°C for different periods of time in repair medium. The DNA was digested with restriction enzymes and incised at CPD sites with excess T4 endonuclease V (Lloyd, 1999). The incised fragments were end-labeled strand specifically, resolved on DNA sequencing gels and exposed to phosphorimagery screens, as previously described (Li and Waters, 1996; Li et al., 2000).

In log-phase cells, fast repair can be seen in the TS of the *GAL1* gene (Figure 1A–C), starting at ~180 nucleotides upstream of the transcription start site (+1). Deletion of the *RAD16* gene, which is essential for GGR but dispensable for TCR (Verhage et al., 1994), eliminates NER in the NTS and in the region >180 nucleotides upstream of the transcription start site of the TS, thereby making the TCR more apparent. Furthermore, in *rad16* cells, TCR rates are faster in the coding region (+1 to +380) than in the upstream region (~1 to ~180) (Figures 1B and 2C). Deletion of the *RAD26* gene did not significantly compromise repair in the coding region, while it significantly slowed down repair in the upstream region (compare Figures 1B and C, and 2C and E).

In stationary wild-type and *rad16* cells, TCR can also be seen starting at ~180 nucleotides upstream of the transcription start site (Figure 1D and E). However, the repair rates in the coding region of stationary cells slowed down significantly, making these rates comparable with those in the upstream region (compare Figures 1B and E, and 2C and D). Surprisingly, repair was virtually absent in the stationary phase *rad16 rad26* cells (Figures 1F and 2F), except for a short (~50 nucleotide) region immediately downstream of the transcription start site (Figure 1F, region marked with a bracket), where a small degree of repair can still be seen.

**Deletion of the RPB4 gene, encoding a non-essential subunit of Pol II, reinstates TCR in stationary rad16 rad26 cells**

The robust TCR in log-phase *rad16 rad26* cells implies that an alternative Rad26-independent TCR subpathway may exist in yeast. This alternative TCR subpathway may be suppressed when the cells are in stationary phase. Substoichiometric amounts of Rpb4 exist in Pol II in log-phase cells, but are associated with virtually all Pol II molecules in stationary cells (Kolodziej et al., 1990; Choder and Young, 1993). This unique feature of Rpb4 makes it an appealing candidate for suppressing the possible alternative TCR subpathway. To test this notion, *RPB4* deletions were made in wild-type, *rad16* and *rad26* backgrounds. In agreement with a previous report (Woychik and Young, 1989), *rpB4* mutants grow almost normally at temperatures between 20 and 30°C, except for having a longer lag phase (data not shown). Similar to the deletion of *RAD26*, deletion of *RPB4* results in increased UV sensitivity only when *RAD16* is also deleted (Figure 3). Furthermore, *rad16 rad26; rad16 rpB4* and *rad16 rad26 rpB4* cells have the same UV sensitivity (Figure 3B), indicating that Rpb4 and Rad26 may be involved in the same TCR subpathway.

Deletion of *RPB4* did not significantly change TCR kinetics in log-phase *rad16* and *rad16 rad26* cells (Figures 1–4; compare Figure 2C and G, and E and I), reflecting that only a small portion of Pol II engaged in *GAL1* transcription may actually contain Rpb4 in log-phase *RPB4* cells. In contrast, *RPB4* deletion resulted in significant enhancement in TCR in the coding region of the stationary phase *rad16* cells (compare Figures 1E and 4E, and 2D and H). This indicates that Rpb4 present in the stationary cultures may indeed suppress at least a portion of TCR. More strikingly, deletion of *RPB4* reinstated TCR in the stationary phase *rad16 rad26* cells, both in the

---

**Fig. 1.** Gels showing TCR in the *GAL1* gene in wild-type, *rad16* and *rad16 rad26* cells. The left two lanes are for Maxam-Gilbert sequencing markers (AG and CT). The other lanes are DNA samples from unirradiated (U) and irradiated cells following 0, 1, 2 and 4 h of repair incubation. The arrow indicates the transcription start site of the *GAL1* gene. The bracket on the right of (F) indicates the short region where residual TCR can still be seen in the stationary phase *rad16 rad26* cells.
upstream region and in the coding region (compare Figures 1F and 4F, and 2F and J). These results suggest that RPB4 deletion releases the otherwise suppressed Rad26 independent TCR subpathway.

The Rad26-independent TCR subpathway is mediated by Rpb9, another non-essential subunit of Pol II

Stably arrested Pol II at a pause site can be reactivated for chain elongation by transcription elongation factor S-II (TFIIS). It has been proposed that TFIIS may be involved in TCR by a similar mechanism (Donahue et al., 1994). However, it was found later that TFIIS is not required for TCR in wild-type or rad26 rad7 mutant yeast cells (Verhage et al., 1997). It is possible that some redundancy for chain elongation factors exists in yeast. The C-terminal zinc-binding domain of Rpb9, another non-essential subunit of Pol II, shares 30% sequence identity with that of TFIIS (Kaine et al., 1994). Rpb9 is required, along with TFIIS, to effect transcription through blocks to elongation encoded by the DNA template (Awrey et al., 1997; Hemmings et al., 2000).

We wondered if Rpb9, instead of TFIIS, is required for TCR, and constructed RPB9 deletions in RAD+, rad16 and rad26 backgrounds. RPB9 deletion mutants show a wider range of temperature tolerance than the RPB4 deletion mutants (data not shown), in agreement with previous reports (Woychik and Young, 1989; Woychik et al., 1991). Although rpb9 and rad26 single mutant cells are not sensitive to UV, rpb9 rad26 double mutants are slightly more sensitive to UV than wild-type cells (Figure 3A). Furthermore, rpb9 rad16 rad26 triple mutants are much more UV sensitive than rad16 rad26 or rad16 rpb9 double mutants. In fact, the UV sensitivity of the triple mutants is even more severe than that of the isogenic RAD1 deletion mutants (Figure 3B), where NER is completely abolished (Friedberg et al., 1995). These results suggest that: (i) simultaneous deletion of RAD16,
RAD26 and RPB9 may completely abolish NER; (ii) if Rpb9 is indeed involved in TCR, this TCR subpathway is distinct from that mediated by Rad26; and (iii) in addition to NER, one or more of the three proteins (i.e. Rad16, Rad26 and Rpb9) may play additional roles that affect viability.

To test these hypotheses, NER was also examined in the GAL1 gene of these mutants. As can be seen, absolutely no repair occurs in any region of the GAL1 gene in the rad16 rad26 rpb9 triple mutant cells (Figures 2M and N, and 5C and F). Thus, Rpb9 indeed mediates the Rad26-independent TCR subpathway.

Rad26- and Rpb9-dependent TCR subpathways initiate at similar upstream sites but have different efficiencies in different regions

Both Rad26- and Rpb9-dependent TCR subpathways start to occur at ~180 nucleotides upstream of the transcription start site of the GAL1 gene (Figures 1, 4 and 5). This suggests that both TCR subpathways can operate not only when Pol II is in the elongation mode, but also when it is in the initiation, or even pre-initiation, state.

In the rad16 rpb9 cells, where only Rad26-mediated TCR takes place, the repair rates are not significantly different between the coding region and the upstream region (Figures 2K and L, and 5B and E). These results suggest that the Rad26-dependent TCR subpathway is equally effective in the two regions. This notion is supported by the observations that in stationary phase wild-type and rad16 cells, where Rpb9-dependent TCR is virtually inactive due to saturation of Pol II with Rpb4, TCR rates are also similar between the coding and upstream regions (Figures 1E, and 2B and D).

In the rad16 rad26 rpb4 cells, where only the unsuppressed (due to RPB4 deletion) Rpb9-mediated TCR occurs, repair rates are higher in the coding region than in the upstream region (Figures 2J and L, and 4C and F). This indicates that the Rpb9-dependent TCR subpathway, if not suppressed, is more effective in the coding region than in the upstream region. This notion is supported by the observations that rpb4 rad16 cells (Figure 2G and H), log-phase rad16 cells (where only a portion of Pol II contains Rpb4) (Figure 2C) and log-phase rad16 rad26 cells (Figure 2E) show faster repair in the coding region than in the upstream region.

**Similar TCR trends exist in the constitutively expressed RPB2 gene**

The GAL1 gene has several distinct features, such as: (i) being completely inactive in glucose media and highly inducible with galactose; and (ii) sharing an upstream activating sequence with the divergent GAL10 gene (Bash and Lohr, 2001). Therefore, we asked how general are the repair trends we observed in the GAL1 gene. To address this question, TCR was analyzed in the constitutively expressed RPB2 gene, using the same DNA preparations as used for analyzing repair in the GAL1 gene. The overall TCR trends in the RPB2 gene (Figure 6; data for stationary cultures not shown) are similar to those in the GAL1 gene (Figures 1, 4 and 5), indicating that the TCR features we observe in the GAL1 gene are general. Importantly, deletion of RPB4 enhances TCR in rad26 cells (compare Figure 6B and D, and H and J), indicating that Rpb4 also suppresses Rpb9-mediated TCR in this gene. Furthermore, simultaneous deletion of Rad26 and Rpb9 completely abolishes TCR in this gene (compare Figure 6B, E and F, and H, K and L), indicating that Rad26 and Rpb9 mediate two (and only two) alternative TCR pathways.

There are also some differences in TCR between the GAL1 and RPB2 genes. First, TCR initiates at ~40 nucleotides upstream of the transcription start site of the RPB2 gene, which is less than that in the GAL1 gene (~180 nucleotides upstream of the transcription start site). This indicates that the sequence where Pol II is recruited during transcription initiation (or pre-initiation) may be closer to the transcription start site in the RPB2 gene than that in the GAL1 gene. Secondly, TCR in log-phase rad16 rad26 cells is much slower in the RPB2 gene (compare Figures 1C and 6H), except for the short (~50 nucleotide) region immediately downstream of the transcription start site.

**Effects of Rpb4 and Rpb9 on TCR are not due to aberrant transcription**

We wished to determine if the effects of Rpb4 and Rpb9 on TCR are due to the direct action of the two Pol II subunits, or resulted from a transcriptional change when the subunits are deleted. To address this question, mRNA levels were measured in both log-phase and stationary-phase cultures (i.e. the same as for NER analyses). In log-phase cells, deletion of RPB4 or RPB9 does not dramatically affect RPB2 mRNA levels (Figure 7A). Furthermore, although the mRNA levels of GAL1 and GAL10 are ~2- to 3-fold lower in the rpb4 and rpb9 cells than in wild-type cells, relatively high levels of mRNA of these two genes are still observed. Indeed, the levels of GAL1 and GAL10 mRNA in these mutant cells are still much higher than those of RPB2 mRNA (Figure 7A), indicating that the GAL1-10 genes are still strongly induced by galactose in these mutants, albeit to a lesser extent than in the wild-type.
In stationary cultures, the levels of RPB2 mRNA in rpb4 or rpb9 cells are about one- to two-thirds of those in wild-type cells (Figure 7B). Furthermore, the GAL1 and GAL10 mRNA levels appear to be less affected by deletion of RPB4 or RPB9 in stationary- (Figure 7B) than in log-phase (Figure 7A) cultures.

Importantly, deletion of the RAD26 gene in rpb9 cells does not seem to decrease the mRNA levels of the GAL1, GAL10 or RPB2 genes further (Figure 7, compare mRNA levels in rpb9 and rad26 rpb9 cells, and those in rad16 rpb9 and rad16 rad26 rpb9 cells). This indicates that the lack of TCR in rad26 rpb9 double mutant cells (Figures 5C and F, and 6F and L) is due to elimination of coupling between transcription and NER, rather than complete shut down of transcription. This is not unexpected, since the RPB2 gene is essential for survival (Woychik et al., 1991), and GAL1 and GAL10 genes are indispensable for cell growth in galactose media (Bash and Lohr, 2001).

Furthermore, deletion of RPB4 in rad26 cells results in similar or decreased levels of GAL1, GAL10 or RPB2 mRNA (Figure 7, compare mRNA levels in rad26 and rad26 rpb4 cells, and in rad16 rad26 and rad16 rad26 rpb4 cells), indicating enhanced TCR caused by deletion of RPB4 in rad26 cells (compare Figures 1F and 4F, 6B and D, and H and J) is due to release of Rpb9-mediated TCR, rather than increased transcription.

**Discussion**

In the present study, we identified a Rpb9-mediated TCR subpathway in yeast, which appears to be the only alternative subpathway besides that previously identified as being mediated by Rad26. We also show that Rpb4 may serve as a ‘switch’ in regulating the two TCR subpathways.

The biochemical mechanism of Rpb9-mediated TCR remains to be elucidated. One scenario is that Rpb9 directly recruits NER factors to the damaged site. Alternatively, Rpb9 may exert its role on TCR via an as yet unidentified match-maker (Figure 8). It has been shown that Rpb9 interacts with a plethora of factors involved in transcription elongation and histone modifications, including TFIIH (Awrey et al., 1997; Hemming et al., 2000), TFIIE, SAGA and elongator histone acetyltransferases (van Mullem et al., 2002).

Rpb4 interacts with Rpb7, a small but essential subunit of Pol II (Woychik, 1998). This subunit pair can dissociate from Pol II upon biochemical purification, and deletion of the RPB4 gene from yeast cells results in no association of the Rpb7 subunit with Pol II. Thus, it is possible that the role of Rpb4 in TCR may be indirect (i.e. via its interaction with Rpb7). The Rpb4–Rpb7 complex is located downstream of the catalytic site in the center of the Pol II cleft (Jensen et al., 1998; Cramer et al., 2000). Compared with the wild-type 12 subunit Pol II, the Rpb4–Rpb7 Pol II clamps DNA in a more open, less stable conformation (Asturias et al., 1997; Jensen et al., 1998). Rpb9 is located on the tip of the Pol II ‘upper jaw’ (Cramer et al., 2001). It is possible that Rpb4 suppresses Rpb9-dependent TCR by simply closing up the ‘jaws’ of Pol II, leaving the damage inaccessible to NER factors recruited by Rpb9. On the other hand, it is also possible that the conformational change of Pol II caused by the association of Rpb4 somehow renders Rpb9 unable to recruit NER factors (Figure 8). A further means of elucidating the role of Rpb4 in suppressing Rpb9-mediated TCR would be by analyzing a rad16 rpb4 rpb9 triple mutant. However, despite extensive efforts, we were unable to obtain rpb4 rpb9 or rad16 rpb4 rpb9 mutants, presumably because cells deleted for both RPB4 and RPB9 are not viable. To our
show TCR rates that are equivalent or slower than those in log-phase cultures (Figure 2). In contrast, rad16 rpb9 cells, where only Rad26-dependent TCR takes place, show faster repair in stationary cultures than in log-phase cultures (compare Figures 2K and L, and 5B and E), indicating that the increased amount of Rpb4-associated Pol II complexes in stationary cells may facilitate Rad26-dependent TCR. A more direct clarification of the role of Rpb4 in facilitating Rad26-mediated TCR would be by comparing TCR between rpb9 and rpb4 rpb9, or between rad16 rpb4 and rad16 rpb4 rpb9 mutants. However, as mentioned above, we were unable to combine RPB4 and RPB9 deletions in the same cells.

Some factors are shared by the essential general transcription factor TFIIH and the DNA repair machinery (Qiu et al., 1993; Feaver et al., 1993; Guzder et al., 1994a,b; Wang et al., 1994, 1995; Svejstrup et al., 1995). The obligatory loading of TFIIH onto promoter sites during transcription initiation suggests an obvious mechanism for directly coupling Pol II transcription to NER at sites of damage in the TS. TCR in the yeast URA5 gene becomes Rad26 dependent 30–40 nucleotides downstream from the transcription start site (Tijsterman et al., 1997). In the human JUN gene, TCR becomes CSA and CSB dependent at about +20 nucleotides into the coding region (Tu et al., 1997, 1998). It has been proposed that this coupling factor-independent TCR close to the transcription start site can be due to the association of TFIIH with Pol II, as TFIIH is believed to be released from Pol II 30–60 nucleotides downstream from the start site (for a recent review see Svejstrup, 2002). We also observed very efficient TCR close to the transcription start site in the GAL1 (Figure 1C) and RPB2 (Figure 6H, marked with a bracket) genes in log-phase rad16 rad26 cells. Furthermore, in stationary phase rad16 rad26 cells, although TCR is suppressed in most regions of the GAL1 gene, residual TCR can still be seen in a short region immediately downstream of the transcription start site (Figure 1F, marked with a bracket). However, simultaneous deletion of RPB9 and RAD26 genes also completely abolishes TCR in these regions (Figures 5C and F, and 6F and L), indicating that the Rad26-independent TCR in these regions is Rpb9 dependent. Thus, it is likely that Rpb9-mediated TCR is less suppressed by Rpb4 in the short region immediately downstream of the transcription start

knowledge, no RPB4 RPB9 double deletion mutants have been created successfully.

Rpb4, by itself or via the interaction with Rpb7, may play a dual role during TCR. While suppressing Rpb9-mediated TCR, the interaction of Rpb4 with other subunits of Pol II may change the conformation of the polymerase complex. This, in turn, may improve the interactions with Rad26 protein (Figure 8). Several lines of evidence support this notion. First, as with the RAD26 deletion, the RPB4 deletion does not cause any detectable UV sensitivity in the RAD* background (Figure 3A), indicating that Rpb4 may not have a significant role in GGR. Secondly, deletion of the RPB4 gene does not cause additional UV sensitivity to the rad26 mutant, and vice versa (Figure 3B), indicating the two proteins may be involved in the same TCR subpathway. Thirdly, except for the rad16 rpb9 cells, stationary cultures of all the strains

Fig. 7. mRNA levels of GAL1, GAL10 and RPB2 genes in (A) log-phase and (B) stationary-phase cultures. Gels show northern blots of RNA hybridized with probes generated using DNA fragments of RPB2, GAL1-10 and rDNA. As the mRNA level of the RPB2 gene is much lower than those of the GAL1 and GAL10 genes, the RPB2 mRNA band is also shown with a 10-fold higher exposure (see asterisks). Plots above each gel show the relative levels of GAL1, GAL10 and RPB2 mRNA (relative to wild-type cells, which is designated as 1). Loading variations of different samples are normalized using the signal intensities of the 25S rRNA as an internal control.

Fig. 8. A model for two alternative TCR subpathways in yeast. (A) In the absence of Rpb4, Pol II has a more open conformation, which allows Rpb9-mediated TCR to take place. (B) In the presence of Rpb4, Pol II exists in a closed conformation, which suppresses Rpb9-mediated TCR, while facilitating Rad26-mediated TCR. The damage on DNA is shown as a solid circle. A possible ‘match-maker’ protein between Rpb9 and NER factors is shown as a triangle with a question mark.
site. Furthermore, TFIIH may not directly recruit NER machinery to the damaged site in this region of the TS.

It was proposed that TCR occurs when RNA polymerase is stalled at a lesion during transcriptional elongation (Mellon et al., 1987). Indeed, in the human PGK1 gene, preferential repair of the TS began just downstream of the transcription start site but was most pronounced beginning at nucleotide +140 (Gao et al., 1994). In the yeast URA3 gene, TCR is seen only in the coding region (Tijsterman et al., 1997). Furthermore, as discussed above, TCR becomes Rad26 or CSA/CSB dependent at a certain site downstream of the transcription start site (20–40 nucleotides) in the yeast URA3 and human JUN genes, respectively (Tijsterman et al., 1997; Tu et al., 1997, 1998). These studies suggest that TCR occurs only when Pol II is in elongation mode. We show that both Rpb9- and Rad26-mediated TCR pathways initiate upstream of the transcription start site (–180 and –40 nucleotides for GAL1 and RPB2 genes, respectively), although Rpb9-mediated TCR is less effective in the upstream region than in the coding region. Thus, it is possible that the sites where Pol II is loaded during transcription pre-initiation are more upstream in the GAL1 or RPB2 gene than in the yeast URA3 or human JUN genes. Once loaded onto a promoter, Pol II may be able to mediate TCR.

DNA in eukaryotic cells is packaged in chromatin, which may affect NER (for example, see Smerdon and Conconi, 1999). The GAL structural genes are inactive without galactose but are highly transcribed in its presence (Bash and Lohr, 2001). In the inactive state, GAL genes demonstrate a characteristic promoter chromatin organization, which helps inhibit gene expression in this state. Induction of GAL expression triggers Gal4p-dependent upstream nucleosome disruption. Regulator-mediated competition between nucleosomes and the TATA-binding protein complex for the TATA region is probably a central aspect of GAL regulation and a focal point for the numerous factors that contribute to it (Bash and Lohr, 2001). Our mRNA measurements show that the GAL1 gene is still strongly induced in rpb4 and rpb9 mutants (Figure 7), albeit to a lesser extent than in wild-type cells. This indicates that nucleosome structure in the GAL1 gene is also disrupted upon galactose induction in these mutant cells. Therefore, it is possible that Rpb4 and Rpb9 may indirectly influence TCR by affecting chromatin remodeling during transcription.

In log-phase wild-type cells, the relative contribution of Rad26 and Rpb9 subpathways to TCR may be different from gene to gene. For the URA3 gene, Rad26 seems to be absolutely required, except for a short region close to the transcription start site (Tijsterman et al., 1997), indicating that TCR is accomplished primarily by the Rad26 subpathway. In agreement with previous reports (Bhatia et al., 1996; Verhage et al., 1996, 1997; Gregory and Sweder, 2001), Rad26 is partially required for TCR in the RPB2 gene (Figure 6H), indicating that both subpathways contribute to TCR in this gene. For the GAL1 gene, Rad26 is almost dispensable, especially in the coding region (Figure 1C), indicating that TCR in this gene of log-phase cultures is fulfilled primarily by the Rpb9 subpathway. One plausible explanation for this difference is that Pol II engaged in robustly transcribed genes (such as the induced GAL1 gene) has a lower content of Rpb4 than those engaged in slowly transcribed genes (such as the constitutively expressed URA3 gene). Therefore, Rpb9-mediated TCR may be less suppressed by Rpb4 in highly transcribed genes than in slowly transcribed genes.

The subunits of Pol II are well conserved between yeast and human cells (Woynich and Hampsey, 2002). Seven Pol II small subunits from S. cerevisiae, namely Rpb4 (Khazak et al., 1998), Rpb6, Rpb7, Rpb8, Rpb9, Rpb10 and Rpb12 (McKune et al., 1995), are functionally interchangeable with the human homologs. Importantly, NER pathways are also believed to be conserved (Friedberg et al., 1995), and our findings raise several questions. First, is there a Rpb9-dependent TCR subpathway in human cells, in addition to the one mediated by CSA and CSB? Secondly, does Rpb4 also regulate different TCR pathways in higher eukaryotes? The yeast Rpb4 is absolutely required for Pol II transcription at elevated temperature (37°C) (Miyao et al., 2001). It was proposed that the open conformation of Pol II containing no Rpb4–Rpb7 may not be able to form a stable association with the single-stranded DNA template or nascent RNA transcript at the non-permissive temperature (Miyao et al., 2001). If this feature of the yeast Pol II is true for human cells, the human Pol II must contain a Rpb4–Rpb7 subcomplex to enable normal transcription at 37°C. Thus, it is possible that, in normal human cells, the Rpb9-mediated TCR is more suppressed by Rpb4 in regions other than those close to the transcription start site.

Trichothiodystrophy (TTD) is a rare human genetic disorder characterized by hair dysplasia and associated with numerous symptoms affecting mainly organs derived from the neuroectoderm (Bergmann and Egy, 2001). These deficiencies may result from mutations in XBP or XPD, two subunits of TFIIH. At present, the gene responsible for a third group of photosensitive TTD, TTD-A, has not been identified (Bergmann and Egy, 2001). Beyond a deficiency in NER pathways, it is hypothesized that the TTD phenotypes may also result from a decreased basal level of transcription (Bergmann and Egy, 2001). It seems feasible to propose that mutations of RPB4 or RPB9 may result in human disorders that are related to deficiencies in transcription and/or TCR. Thus, an appealing candidate for such a disorder is TTD-A.

Materials and methods

Yeast strains

The wild-type yeast strain Y452 (MATa, ura3-52, his3-1, leu2-3, leu2-112, cir) was supplied by Dr Louise Prakash (University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX). All deletion mutants were made in Y452 background. The cells were transformed with linearized plasmids bearing the respective genes to be deleted, with a portion of their gene replaced by the yeast URA3 or LEU2 gene. Nucleotides (with respect to the starting codon ATG) +3 to +1755, +58 to +2297, –8 to +588, +1 to +366, and –212 to +3853 were deleted for the RAD16, RAD26, RPB4, RPB9 and RADI1 genes, respectively. The transformed cells were selected on SD plates containing no uracil or leucine at 28°C. In order to introduce a second deletion using a plasmid bearing the gene of interest replaced by the URA3 gene, the previously introduced URA3 gene that had replaced the first gene deletion was knocked-out. The URA3 knock-out was done by transforming the cells with a linearized plasmid bearing a truncated (with the sequence between the sites of Std and EcoRV removed) URA3 gene, and selecting the cells on SD plates containing 5-fluoro-orotic acid (Boeke et al., 1984). All the deletions were confirmed by Southern blot analysis, and verified further by assessing the phenotypic restoration
following transformation of a strain with a single copy centromeric plasmid bearing the respective intact gene.

**UV irradiation, repair incubation and DNA isolation**

Yeast cells were grown at 28°C in minimal medium containing 2% galactose to log phase (A600 ~1.0) or stationary phase, harvested, and washed with ice-cold 2% galactose. The washed cells were resuspended in 2% galactose and irradiated with 50 J/m² UV light. One tenth-volume of a stock solution containing 10% yeast extract and 20% peptone was added immediately to the irradiated cell suspension, and the cells were incubated for various times in the dark at 28°C before being pelleted. To a sample of ~2 × 10⁷ pelleted cells were added 2 ml of ice-cold NIB (50 mM Tris–HCl, 2 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM NaCl, 17% glycerol, 0.5 mM spermine, 0.15 mM spermidine pH 8.0) and 2 ml of acid-washed glass beads (Sigma, 425–600 µm). The mixtures were vortexed for 30 s and kept on ice for 2–5 min. This procedure was repeated three times to break up the cells completely. The samples were mixed with 10 ml of 50 mM Tris–HCl 400 mM NaCl, 2% SDS, 2 mM EDTA pH 8.0 and incubated at 65°C for >30 min. After cooling to room temperature, the samples were mixed with 8 ml of 5 M NaCl and left on ice overnight. The samples were then centrifuged at 4°C and the supernatant collected. The DNA was precipitated with ethanol, treated with RNase A and extracted with phenol/chloroform. After re-precipitation, the DNA was dissolved in H₂O and stored at −20°C before using.

**Mapping of NER**

The GAL1 and RPB2 fragments were end labeled with [α-³²P]dATP using the procedure described previously (Li and Waters, 1996; Li et al., 2000), with slight modifications. Briefly, ~1 µg of genomic DNA was digested with restriction endonucleases (s) to release the fragments of interest and incubated at CPD sites with an excess amount of purified T4 endonuclease V (kindly provided by Dr R. Stephen Lloyd, University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX). Excess copies of biotinylated oligonucleotides, which are complementary to the 5' end of the fragment to be labeled, were mixed with the sample. The T-ttract in the biotinylated oligonucleotides, described previously (Li and Waters, 1996; Li et al., 2000), was changed to short runs (4–5) of Ts separated by Gs. This change ensured full-length incorporation of radioactive dAMPs opposite the Ts contained in the oligonucleotides, and eliminated hybridization between the oligonucleotides and contaminating poly(A) tails of mRNA. The mixture was heated to 95°C for 5 min to denature the DNA and then cooled to an annealing temperature. The annealed fragments were attached to streptavidin magnetic beads (Dynal, Inc.) and the other fragments were removed by washing the beads at the annealing temperature. The attached fragments were labeled using [α-³²P]dATP (NEL Science) and non-radioactive dCTP, rather than using [α-³²P]dATP alone (Li and Waters, 1996; Li et al., 2000). The labeled fragments were eluted from the beads and resolved on sequencing gels. The dried gels were then exposed to PhosphorImager screens (Molecular Dynamics) and the band intensity quantified as described previously (Li and Waters, 1996; Li et al., 2000).

**Northern blot analysis**

Cells were cultured to log or stationary phase under the same conditions as those used for NER analysis. Total RNA was isolated using the glass beads method, as described (Collart and Olivier, 1996). The RNA was fractionated by electrophoresis on formaldehyde–agarose gels (Sambrook and Russell, 2001), followed by transfer to Hybond N+ membranes (Amer sham-Pharmacia). A 2 kb GAL1-10 DNA fragment encompassing the upstream activating sequence and 5' portions (0.7 kb) of each of the genes, a 1.15 kb DnuI fragment of RPB2 corresponding to the 5' portion of the gene, and a 2.9 kb EcoRI rDNA fragment were used for generating probes for GAL1, GAL10, RPB2 mRNA and 25S rRNA, respectively. Each probe was ³²P labeled using the Prime-it II Random Primer Labeling Kit (Stratagene). Membranes were first hybridized with probes to GAL1-10 and RPB2 mRNA. After exposure to PhosphorImager screens, the probes were stripped off by boiling the membranes in 1% SDS. The stripped membranes were re-hybridized with probes to the 25S rRNA and exposed to PhosphorImager screens. The signal intensities of the 25S rRNA were used as loading controls, assuming that deletions of RPB4 and RPB9 do not affect the rRNA level. The rationale for this assumption is that: (i) rRNA is not degraded rapidly; and (ii) Rpb4 and Rp9 are not shared by RNA polymerase I (Pol I) and Pol II (Cramer, 2002). Quantification of RNA levels was performed using ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics).
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